EM SECURITY STRIPS

Sentry Custom Security
manufactures the highest quality
Electromagnetic (EM) labels,
ensuring accurate and reliable theft
detection. EM strips cannot be
shielded by briefcases, backpacks,
the human body or other common
objects.

Ultra-thin book labels fit deeply into
the gutter of books. Double-sided
and single-sided strips feature
archival quality adhesive, and will
not degrade library materials.

Specialty strip configurations protect
CDs and DVDs.

Deactivatable strips for circulating
items can be turned “off” and “on”
repeatedly while retaining their
original effectiveness. Permanent,
non-deactivatable strips are
available for reference materials.

Strips are available with sequential
barcodes for placement on books,
magazines and other materials.

Sentry Custom Security EM strips
are compatible with all industry
standard EM detection systems and
are guaranteed for the life of the
item.

BOOKS
TailTag ™ is an ultra-thin, double-sided adhesive strip that is placed between the
pages of books, periodicals, journals, magazines and some hardcover books. Long
tails for strip application do not stretch, providing better handling and easy insertion
into the gutter of a book. TailTag™ is virtually invisible when located in the book.
SpineTag™ is a single-sided adhesive strip designed for hardcover books. Strips are
inserted into book spines using a thin metal tool that slides inside the back of the
cover to position the tag out of sight. SpineTag™ is virtually impossible to find and
remove. Labels come in easy-to-handle sheets of 10 strips each.
QuickInsert™ is a double-sided adhesive strip that is placed between the pages of
books, periodicals, journals, magazines and some hardcover books. The labels are
laid out on a sheet of 16 and can be quickly and easily inserted into the gutter of the
book with a simple hand-held insertion tool. QuickInsert™ strips are virtually
invisible when applied and reduces costs by dramatically cutting labour hours.
CombiTag™ is a single-sided adhesive label that is placed on the cover of books,
periodicals, journals and magazines. A special cover paper conceals the security strip
and is printed with readable barcode data for checking materials in or out. The labels
are laid out on a fan folded roll of 12 labels per sheet. Barcodes are pre-printed
according to customer specifications.
CDs and DVDs
CD/DVD tags are constructed of a circular, adhesive Mylar label that is applied
directly to the CD or DVD. Two EM security strips are attached at right angles to the
underside of the label to ensure maximum detection – far superior to the typical
parallel placement of strips. The label can be applied to any CD or DVD with singlesided data recording.
NON-CIRCULATING MATERIALS
The products described above are available with permanent, non-deactivatable
security strips for non-circulating items. These strips are used to secure reference
materials that should not leave the library.

TailTag™
Description
Dimensions
Packaging
Product No.

Double-Sided adhesive strip with tails
(L x W) 3.5” x 0.25”, 5” x 0.25, 6.5” x 0.25”
1000 Strips/Package
43200950 - Deactivatable
46200950 - Permanent

QuickInsert™
Description
Dimensions
Packaging
Product No.

Double-Sided adhesive strip formatted in sheets
(L x W) 5” x 0.25”
1008 Strips/Package
43200160 - Deactivatable
0011-0010-00 - Insertion Tool for QuickInsert™

SpineTag™
Description
Dimensions
Packaging
Product No.

Single-Sided adhesive strip
(L x W) 3.5” x 0.25”, 5” x 0.25
1000 Strips/Package
43200550 - Deactivatable
46200550 - Permanent

CD/DVD Tag
Description
Dimensions
Packaging
Product No.

CD/DVD label with two EM strips at right angles. High Temperature
Strips (L x W) 3.5” x 0.25”, Label 4.5” Diameter
100 Labels/Package
43200920 - Deactivatable

CombiTag™
Description
Dimensions
Packaging
Product No.

EM Security Strip with Readable Sequential Barcode
(L x W) 3.5” x .75”
1008 Labels/Package (minimum order – 2 packages)
43200302 - Deactivatable
46200302 - Permanent
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EM BOOKCHECK (ADR-B)

Sentry’s EM Bookcheck (ADR-B)
increases efficiency at the
circulation desk by desensitizing
or resensitizing EM security strips
in one pass. An indicator light
confirms that a security strip has
been detected and the operation
has been successfully completed.
The ADR-BV includes a tagdetector module that verifies the
presence of a security strip in the
collection item being processed.
This feature is especially valuable
to library staff when applying
security strips to collection items.
The tag-detector confirms
whether a sensitized EM security
strip is present in the collection
item, which allows the library to
identify items that have already
been tagged.
Our EM Bookcheck is safe to use
with all library materials and will
not damage magnetic media.
The Bookcheck’s simple, pushbutton interface is very easy for
library staff to use.
The EM Bookcheck can be placed
on top of a desk or flushmounted in the counter,
according to the library’s
preference. For on-counter
installations, non-skid feet on the
base of the Bookcheck prevent it
from moving during use.

MODELS
ADR-B
ADR-BV

EM Bookcheck De/Resensitizer
EM Bookcheck De/Resensitizer with Tag Detector

FEATURES







Plug-and-play installation
Compatible with all industry-standard EM security tags, including 3M TattleTape™
One step check-out and check-in
Safe to use with all library media, including CDs, DVDs, and magnetic media,
such as video cassettes
Includes software utility for obtaining statistics on check-out and check-in
operations
Ergonomic design reduces repetitive stress on joints

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
19.7” L x 13.8” W x 4.6” H
(50 cm x 35 cm x 12 cm)
Energy requirements:
110/120V or 220/240V AC
50-60 Hz
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EM STAFF WORKSTATION (ADR-S)

Sentry’s EM Staff Workstation
(ADR-S) increases efficiency at
the circulation desk by scanning
barcodes and desensitizing or
resensitizing EM security strips in
one pass. An indicator light
confirms that a security strip has
been detected and the operation
has been successfully completed.
The ADR-SV includes a tagdetector module that verifies the
presence of a security strip in the
collection item being processed.
This feature is especially valuable
to library staff when applying
security strips to collection items.
The tag-detector confirms
whether a sensitized EM security
strip is present in the collection
item, which allows the library to
identify items that have already
been tagged.
Our EM Staff Workstation is safe
to use with all library materials
and will not damage magnetic
media. The Staff Workstation’s
simple, push-button interface is
very easy for library staff to use.
The EM Staff Workstation can be
placed on top of a desk or flushmounted in the counter,
according to the library’s
preference. For on-counter
installations, non-skid feet on the
base of the EM Staff Workstation
prevent it from moving during
use.

MODELS
ADR-S
ADR-SV

EM Staff Workstation
EM Staff Workstation with Tag Detector

FEATURES








Plug-and-play installation
Compatible with all industry-standard EM security tags, including 3M TattleTape™
One step check-out and check-in
Safe to use with all library media, including CDs, DVDs, and magnetic media,
such as video cassettes
Includes software utility for obtaining statistics on check-out and check-in
operations
Ergonomic design reduces repetitive stress on joints
Integrates with the library’s ILS to minimize check-in and check-out errors

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
19.7” L x 13.8” W x 11.5” H
(50 cm x 35 cm x 12 cm)
Energy requirements:
110/120V or 220/240V AC
50-60 Hz
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EM BOOKWAND

The Sentry Bookwand™ is the
only portable hand-held
Electromagnetic (EM) reactivator
available to libraries today. The
Bookwand™ features an
ergonomic, lightweight design
that is compact and easy to use.
Compatible with all industrystandard EM security strips,
including 3M Tattle-Tape™, the
Bookwand™ reactivates security
strips in books and media items,
such as CDs and DVDs.
When the Bookwand™ is ON, it
will reactivate security strips;
when it is OFF, it can also be used
to deactivate security strips.
The Bookwand™ runs on
rechargeable batteries and does
not need to be plugged in during
use.

FEATURES


SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:



Wand:
11.4” L x 2.1” W x 1” D
(29 cm x 5.3 cm x 2.5 cm)
Stand:
7.3” L x 3.5” W x 4.5” H
(18.5 cm x 8.9 cm x 11.4 cm)
Weight:
Wand: 0.7 lbs. (0.32 kg)
Stand: 1.15 lbs. (0.52 kg)



Flexible
o The Bookwand™ can reactivate security tags in books and media
items individually, in groups, or when shelved.
Convenient:
o To use the Bookwand™, simply remove the wand from the charging
stand and press and hold the ON button while drawing the
reactivating cylinder of the wand across the spine of the book. The
reactivation procedure is the same whether the security strips are
placed in the spine or the gutter of the book.
Efficient:
o Library staff can also rapidly reactivate multiple books by placing
them on a book cart and running the Bookwand™ up and down
along the spines of the books. Library staff can process an entire
book cart in about 2 minutes, saving valuable time.
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EM DESKTOP DEACTIVATOR

Sentry’s EM Desktop Deactivator
is a very cost-effective solution
for deactivating EM security tags
at the circulation desk upon
check-out. The EM Desktop
Deactivator will desensitize all
EM security tags with a simple
swipe across its surface.

FEATURES








Low-profile, contemporary design
Compatible with all industry-standard EM security tags, including 3M TattleTape™
Space-saving – only 1.67” high
Easy to use – simply swipe to deactivate EM security tags
Non-skid base prevents movement of the Deactivator during use
Maintenance-free

SPECIFICATIONS
Brushed Stainless Steel Top
Black Anodized Base
Dimensions:
10” L x 3.6” W x 1.7” H
(25.4 cm x 9.2 cm x 4.2 cm)
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WAM Patron Reader (v1)
Communication with System
Initial Setup:
Create a folder called ‘sentry’ in the user’s documents folder if one does not already exist.
Using Notepad, create a new file with a line for each system. Each line must contain three items in the
following order:
System IP address, System Name, and the number (0,1, or 2) for no counters, single aisle, or dual aisle
system, as shown below.
192.168.0.60, Main Entrance, 2
192.168.0.61, Side Entrance, 0
Each item must be separated by a comma from the next.
Browse to the documents/sentry folder created above.
Select Save As Type: and choose ‘All Files’ or ‘*.*’
Enter the filename ‘system.cfg’
Click Save.

Connecting to a system and retrieving data
Launch the reader application.

If more than one system exists, select the desired system from the
drop-down menu.
Click Connect
When successfully connected, the Serial Number for that system will
appear in the bottom box.
Click on the ‘Get Counts’ button. New data will appear in the System
Messages window. Once all the data has been received, disconnect
from that system and select the next system if present. Then repeat
the steps above.
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Selecting Data
View the data by the Hour, Day, Week or Month by selecting the
appropriate option. By default, the end time will be based on the
current time and the charts will display the previous twelve data
points. To select alternate beginning and end times, change the
From: and To: selectors.
Note: Excessive data can cause the chart to be difficult to read.

Viewing Chart and Data Table
Each system and aisle will display separately in
the tabular chart in the bottom window.
Selecting multiple systems at a time will sum up
the corresponding data points from each system
and display the result in bar graph format.
A Dual Aisle system will appear as two side by
side bars at each time interval identified by color
as shown at the right for each aisle.

Creating a Report
Select the desired Time Interval (Hourly, Daily, Weekly, etc.), From/To times, and then click the “Create
Report” button. A file ‘save-as’ window will appear to permit browsing to a location and naming the file.
The report will be saved in Comma Separated Value (.CSV) file format and can be opened in “CSV
Viewer” or most spreadsheet applications.
Weekly Report
Start Date

Start Time

End Date

End Time

7/7/2020

12:00:00 AM

10/1/2020

1:01:00 AM

Start Date

Start Time

End Date

End Time

Main Entrance-A1

Main Entrance-A2

Total Count

7/7/2020

12:00 AM

7/14/2020

12:00 AM

7

615

622

7/14/2020

12:00 AM

7/21/2020

12:00 AM

0

418

418

7/21/2020

12:00 AM

7/28/2020

12:00 AM

0

45

45
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Remote Tuning
WAM - RT

Voltage

110/120 V or
220/240 VAC

Dimensions

H: 69”
W: 29”
D: 2.6”

Antenna Weight

115 lbs

2986-01-2C-1

Single Aisle
6218 System
(2 Antenna)

2986-01-8C-1

Single Aisle
6875 System
(2 Antenna)

2986-02-2C-1

2986-02-8C-1

Dual Aisle
6218 System
(3 Antenna)
Dual Aisle
6875 System
(3 Antenna)

WAM-RT 6218 Aisle Width - 36" To 42"
WAM-RT 6875 Aisle Width - 36" To 60"
Standard wood-grain finish:

Kensington Maple

The WAM-RT detection system provides the widest corridors in the market today to detect EM
security strips. Depending on the bookstore’s requirements, antennas can be placed from 36” to
60” apart (WAM 6875). The WAM system ensures the best protection for the bookstore’s
merchandise by extending the detection field above and beyond the detection corridor.
With Sentry’s Remote Tuning, issues can be diagnosed, and system adjustments made via the
internet.
The WAM system features an audible and visible alarms as wells as an optional built-in patron
counter with LibraryAssist software that enables the retailers to access, create and configure
detailed patron count reports through a local area network connection. Electronic outputs add
further security options, such as an alarm signal can trigger a video recorder.
WAM antenna panels have an attractive finish that can be customized to match any bookstore’s
décor, and the side-panels can be printed with the school’s logo, hours of operation, etc.
FEATURES
















Detects all industry-standard EM security tags
Full coverage up to 6’ in height
Corridor widths from 36” to 60”; Barrier-Free and ADA compliant
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) ensures optimal detection of EM security strips while
minimizing interference
Remote system diagnostics, configuration and tuning through the ethernet port with access
to the internet
System firmware upgrades available through the ethernet port with access to the internet
Optional built-in patron counter with LibraryAssist software enables the retailers to access,
create and configure detailed patron count reports through a local area network connection
Plexiglas S-Panel
Single, dual, or multiple corridors
Electronic output to add additional security features (e.g., CCTV integration)
Audible and visible alarm
Direct mount or buried conduit installation
Standard wood-grain finish: Kensington Maple
Hundreds of custom colours available at an additional charge
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Remote Tuning – RT Controller
WAM/MM - RT - Controller

Voltage

110/120 V or
220/240 VAC

Dimensions

H: 11 5/8”
W: 12 1/2”
D: 6 3/4”

Weight

20 lbs

2360-6218-01

2360-6875-01

WAM/MM-RT 6218
Controller

WAM/MM-RT 6875
Controller
The WAM/MM-RT controller allows you to upgrade your old WAM-2, MM, 3M 3500 and 3900
systems.
With Sentry’s Remote Tuning, issues can be diagnosed, and system adjustments made via the
internet.
The WAM/MM-RT controller has an optional built-in patron counter with LibraryAssist software
that enables the librarian to access, create and configure detailed patron count reports through a
local area network connection. This feature is available for the WAM-2, 3M 3500 and 3900
systems.
Electronic outputs add further security options, such as an alarm signal to trigger a video recorder.

FEATURES
0310-6000-01

Rem
ote
0310-6000-02
Tuni
Rem
ng
ote
Tuni
ng

WAM-RT Optional
Patron Counter
Single Aisle

WAM-RT Optional
Patron Counter Dual
Aisle










Upgrades older Sentry MM & WAM-2 systems
Upgrades 3M 3500 & 3900 EM systems
Detects all industry-standard EM security tags
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) ensures optimal detection of EM security strips while
minimizing interference
Remote system diagnostics, configuration and tuning through the ethernet port with access
to the internet
System firmware upgrades available through the ethernet port with access to the internet
Optional built-in patron counter with LibraryAssist software enables the librarian to access,
create and configure detailed patron count reports through a local area network
connection. This feature is available for the WAM-2, 3M 3500 and 3900 systems.
Electronic output to add additional security features (e.g., CCTV integration)
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